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Communicating 
Effectively and Confidently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 1: {Speaker Note}As an introduction, ask the group to think about the most successful person they know. Likely, they are an effective communicator. Then share this quote from Nitin Nohria, Professor at Harvard Business School: “Communication is the real work of leadership.”
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Leadership Journey

Communicate 
with Confidence

Communication 
Mastery

Communication 
Resources 

Communication 
Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 3: This slide shows the roadmap throughout our presentation. Here we see our four destination stops along the way: Communicate with ConfidenceCommunication MasteryCommunication ResourcesCommunication Strategies(Throughout the presentation, be sure to occasionally share your own brief stories and experiences as they relate to the material).
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Independent Activity

• List recent communication experiences that 
were effective in relating a clear message 
to you

• Now list recent communication experiences 
that were NOT effective in relating a clear 
message to you

• Describe why the first group was effective.  
Then describe why the second group was 
not effective.Please share your ideas 

with the group

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 4 (automatic animation) Total time: 10-15 minutes{Speaker Note}For this Independent Activity, read the bullet points on the slide, then give attendees 5-10 minutes to consider recent communication experiences: effective and not effective. Then for about 5 minutes, facilitate a group discussion by asking for volunteers to share examples from each category. 
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Leadership Journey

Communicate 
with Confidence

Communication 
Mastery

Communication 
Resources 

Communication 
Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 5 (Roadmap): Now let’s discuss Communicating with ConfidenceThe material in this section is adapted from Communicate With Confidence: How to Say It Right the First Time and Every Time, by Dianna Booher, McGraw-Hill
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Communicate with Confidence…

Someone makes 
an insensitive 

remark

We feel defensive

We’re tongue-tied

We feel our ideas 
are routinely being 

ignored

Someone asks for 
our advice then 

argues against it

Someone won’t 
accept “no” for an 

answer

We fail to 
persuade others

UNTIL…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 6 (automatic animation): Generally, we all communicate well UNTIL one of the following situations occurs:Someone makes an insensitive remarkSomeone asks for our advice then argues against itWe feel our ideas are routinely being ignoredWe’re tongue tiedWe feel defensiveWe fail to persuade othersSomeone won’t accept “no” for an answerIn these situations, we may need to change the way we communicate, using specific techniques to get past our limiting habits.
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Establish Your Credibility

What do you need to do to establish your credibility?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 7 (automatic animation): Explain how to establish your credibility:Find commonalities, Show concern and compassionBe consistentDemonstrate competenceBe accurateAdmit what you don’t knowBe clear, concise, and completeAvoid doublespeak (obscure explanations, convoluted details, irrelevant facts)Skip confessions of honesty (“to be honest,” “frankly”)Avoid exaggerationEvaluate criticisms and objectionsAccept responsibility for decisions, actions, and results where you have or had some controlBe sincere and genuineBe vulnerable (take the risk of being transparent)
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Conversing One-on-One

What is needed to make 
this interaction successful?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 8 (automatic animation):When conversing one-on-one:Being logical may be ineffective (appealing to the other’s self-interest may ensure buy-in)Pay attention to the meta-message (context, relationship, timing, tone, purpose, etc.)Match your tone to your intentions (share a few at the bottom of the page)Use silence to your advantageVoice your disagreement after, not before, asking for reasons for someone’s opinionsSubstitute and statements for but statements (“I hear what you’re saying. And I have a different view.”)Be firm, but not inflexible (don’t disregard what others say or feel)Use positive rather than negative words (I can…, not I can’t…)Let others vent their emotions so they can hear youAsk rather than commandTry the “Am I wrong?” approach to point out errors (“I may be wrong, but it seems to me that…”)Do not converse to compete
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Listening Until You Really Hear

Are you REALLY 
listening to 
what other 
people are 

saying?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 9 (automatic animation): Are you REALLY listening to what other people are saying? How can you be sure you’re listening to really hear?Decide that you want to listenListen with a clean slateRecognize that listening is not waiting for your turn to talkListen for feelings as well as factsListen for what is not saidInvite people to talk by commenting on their body languageRespond first to feelings, then to factsTake “off-the-subject” comments as the subject (this could really be what’s on their mind)Overlook “trigger words” to get to the real message (emotional words, derogatory words, profanity, or politically motivated words)Use silence to encourage the talker (it makes people uncomfortable, so it can help continue the conversation)Be wary about listening for what you want to hearNever focus on the exceptions (focus on the general message being communicated)Ask for confirmation (did you hear the information correctly?)Summarize what you’ve heard after lengthy sessions (paraphrase along the way, and summarize at the end)
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Asking the Right Questions Without Being Intrusive

Am I asking the 
right questions?  

Do others see me as 
knowing everything 

and not valuing what 
they have to say?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 10 (automatic animation): Am I asking the right questions?Know why you’re asking the question (broad, general questions explore and gather information. Specific, narrow questions provide more control, but may provide less information)Give your question a context (let others know why you’re asking)Ask closed questions to gain agreement (a specific, limited answer, (e.g., yes, no)Ask open-ended questions to gather information (who, what, where, why, when, how)Ask even if you don’t expect an answer (useful in negotiations)Act as though you expect an answer (ask, pause, and wait)Stimulate creative thinking with “what-if” questionsAvoid trapping people with questions (give freedom to express disagreement, or refuse to take an “either-or” choice)Avoid questions that accuse ulterior motives or stupidityRemind others it’s okay not to have answers (if you intend the question to generate ideas, reassure you don’t expect a definite answer)
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Answering Questions so People Understand 
and Remember What You Say

Give a one-sentence summary of your answer or opinionSummary

Provide details: who, when, where, why, how, how muchElaboration

End with a one-sentence restatement of your answer or opinionRestatement

Make the ideas or information clear, usable, and memorableExample

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 11 (MANUAL animation): Use the SEER Format® for thinking on your feet to answer questions so people understand and remember:Summary – give a one-sentence summary of your answer or opining(CLICK mouse three times to discuss each remaining letter separately)[CLICK] Elaboration – Provide details: who, when, where, why, how, how much[CLICK] Example – Make the ideas or information clear, usable, and memorable[CLICK] Restatement – End with a one-sentence restatement of your answer or opinion 
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT
This is a sample text. Insert 

your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Giving Feedback and Criticizing Without Crippling
Which is more effective?

Positive Feedback Negative Feedback

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 12 (automatic animation):To give feedback and constructive criticism without crippling:Identify your motives for negative feedback (Positive reasons = commitment to and concern for another person/a sense of responsibility. Negative reasons = poor self-esteem, trying to build yourself up, or excuse your own failures)Separate fact from opinion as your gather your thoughts and information �(facts are seldom disputed, but opinions must be supported)Make sure you know what you’re talking aboutConsider if you could foster the same change with praise rather than criticismMake sure you’re not doing the same things your criticizingAlways criticize in private (but praise in public) and be specificCriticize the viewpoint or behavior, never the personNever address motivation or another’s reason for doing somethingDon’t ask “why” (“what” questions focus on values, intentions, and results)Use “I need/want/expect” phrasing when possible (don’t substitute “you need to” phrases for feedback)Deliver negative feedback in positive/neutral tones and expressions (envision others doing better in the future)Include credit in your criticism (What are they doing right? What do you admire?)Assume some of the blame yourself (help take the pressure of others to defend themselves)Don’t ask whether the person “understands” the feedback (Ask for confirmation of key points, ask about their ideas)End feedback with encouragement for the future (stress cooperation and mutual goals)
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Giving Advice or Coaching That Someone Can Really Use

Are you providing guidance 
that makes a difference?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 13 (automatic animation):Strive to give advice or coaching that someone can really use:Don’t sneak advice into information statements (making others feel wrong, dumb, inadequate, or defensive)Nudge people to ask for advice, but be willing to wait (let them know you’re available to provide feedback)Ask provocative questions:How is what you’re doing working for you?What issues are you avoiding?What opinions do you have about this situation?How can you manage the downside of each option?Call attention to past successesAsk for clarification of points you don’t understandFeel free to offer the opposing view (give an honest opinion)Use the appropriate tone (avoid stating opinions as facts or solutions)Use turn-over-the-keys phrasing with your suggestions (responsibility for accepting, or not accepting, the advice rests on them):If I were going to make this decision, I would…. But the final choice is yours.It’s a tough decision, I know. But I’m confident you’ll make the best choice.Don’t offer a money-back guarantee (guard against letting someone take your advice as a sure thing)
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Negotiating So Everyone Feels Like a Winner

What does this 
look like in your 
organization?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 14 (automatic animation): How do we negotiate so everyone feels like a winner?Avoid the term “negotiate” whenever possible (it can be perceived as negative, so use “come to an agreement,” “work out a plan,” “arrive at a workable arrangement” instead)Take the time and effort to research your position and the situationSetup a cooperative atmosphere (body language, tone, word choice to establish cooperation, not competition)State your needs up front and ask the other person to do the sameFocus on the other person’s needs firstWatch others’ body language when they toss out “unimportant” comments (if they are stiff, nervous or apprehensive about your response, investigate to see if the comment is actually significant)Bring success stories to the table (share how you’ve seen others resolve the same situation)Start with less important issues first, then work toward the more difficult (turn minor points into mutual advantage to gain emotional strength for the more complex issues)Start with goals, then move to solutionsSubstitute “we” for “you and I” to show your intent for agreementTest the details before making or asking for full commitment (If an idea is unacceptable, discard it immediately. Don’t commit until all details are worked out).Ask for more than you expect (you may be surprised and get everything!)Don’t lose your composure (you risk losing respect, trust, logic, and momentum)Ask the other person how to overcome their own objections (they may have a workable suggestion in mind)
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Group Activity

Role play

Select two volunteer participants to play 
the role of a leader and a team member. 

Answer and discuss these questions as a group:

• How well did the leader and team member 
communicate and listen to each other? 

• Did the two players reach a common ground for 
shared meaning?  

• How could this communication have been 
improved?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 15 (automatic animation):Role Play Group activity (10-15 minutes) {Speakers Note}First, divide everyone into small groups of 4 or 5 (this depends on the room setup).Then each team should select two volunteers to play the role of a leader and a team member. (If no one volunteers, the one with a birthday closest to today is the leader. The one who traveled the farthest is the team member. The others are observers who will not be involved in the discussion. They will provide feedback at the end).The leader is to communicate a performance problem with a reluctant team member. The team member has had communication with an employee about an overpayment on his last paycheck and the need to make an adjustment in the next paycheck. The employee felt the team member was discourteous in the conversation and complained to their manager. After the role play is complete, facilitate a group discussion. Answer and discuss the following questions together: How well did the leader and team member communicate and listen to each other? Did the two players reach a common ground for shared meaning?  How could this communication have been improved?
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Leadership Journey

Communicate 
with Confidence

Communication 
Mastery

Communication 
Resources 

Communication 
Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 16 (Roadmap): Now let’s discuss Communication Mastery
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Communication Mastery

Do you think you are a 
master of communication?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 17 (automatic animation):We all desire to be understood, but real understanding and connection are rare. Striving for better relationships will help us achieve our goals. Do you think you are a master of communication?(Depending on time, you could open this up for discussion, asking the group to share their effective communication techniques)
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Different Communication Styles

The 
Aggressor-

Asserter

The 
Analyzer

The 
Socializer

The 
Mediator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 18 (MANUAL animation): Are you aware of different communication styles? Understanding the style of the person you are communicating with can make the difference between getting your message across and getting it across well. Being able to adapt your communication style to the listener is essential for being an authentic leader. Ted Gorski, president of Get Your Edge, an executive coaching firm, describes four communication styles and how to communicate with each one efficiently.The Aggressor-Asserter: very competitive, goal-oriented, demanding, task-oriented, and fast-paced. They ask “what” questions. Be brief, direct, and concise, provide options, focus on results and ROI, avoid providing too many details, look them straight in the eye, be truthful.(CLICK mouse three times to discuss each remaining style separately)[CLICK] The Socializer: charismatic, enthusiastic, persuasive, lively, loud, talkative, friendly, people-oriented, and very social. They ask “who” questions. Allow time for social interaction, put details in writing or email, have a fast pace, positive approach, use visuals in your discussion, use phrases like “picture this” or “do you see,” avoid a harsh, aggressive tone.[CLICK] The Mediator – calm, level-headed, great listeners, team-oriented, introverted, and loyal. They ask “how” questions. Be patient and logical, use a steady, low-keyed approach, involve them in the planning process, praise them privately, allow time for the margination of ideas, you will not get a quick answer.[CLICK] The Analyzer – meticulous, detail-oriented, introverted, and task-oriented. They ask “why” questions. Be organized and logical, support your position with facts, make sure each point is understood before moving to the next point, don’t use the phrase “let me give you some constructive advice,” use words such as process, data, and procedure, realize they are motivated by quality and data.
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Working with Virtual Teams

How do you build relationship/rapport, and establish 
trust when you can’t see your team face-to-face?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 19 (automatic animation): What about working with virtual teams? When you can’t see your colleagues face-to-face, and you can’t have the social interactions that build relationships and rapport, it can be difficult to establish trust. This lack of confidence can undermine everything the virtual team is trying to achieve. According to Michael D. Watkins, Harvard Business Review, there are ten basic principles which lay the foundation for superior virtual team performance:Get the team together physically early-on (face-to-face communication is best to build relationships and foster trust)Clarify tasks and processes, not just goals and roles Commit to a communication charter (be extremely clear and disciplined about how the team will communicate)Leverage the best communication technologies (use the same collaborative software)Build a team with rhythm (establish regular meetings, be sensitive to time zone differences, develop a rotation of meeting times to spread the load)Agree on a shared language (essential words and phrases when working with cross-cultural teams)Create a “virtual water cooler” (check-in to discuss how team members are doing, have fun with virtual team-building exercises)Clarify and track commitments (define intermediate milestones and track their progress, avoid virtual micro-management)Foster shared leadership (assign responsibilities for special projects, get members to coach others in their area of expertise, assign mentors to assist new team members)Don’t forget the one-on-ones (regular performance management and coaching interactions are essential)
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Communication Across Cultures

High-Context 
vs. 

Low-Context

Sequential 
vs. 

Synchronic

Affective 
vs. 

Neutral

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 20 (MANUAL animation): Have you ever communicated across cultures? The American Management Association explains each culture has set rules that its members take for granted. While some cultures explicitly teach knowledge, standards, beliefs, values, phobias, and anxieties, most information is absorbed subconsciously. No two people even in the same culture necessarily respond in the same way. But generalizations can provide clues for dealing with a particular culture. The key to cross-cultural success is to develop an understanding of, and deep respect for, the differences.(CLICK mouse three times to discuss each type separately)[CLICK] High-Context vs. Low-Context:High-context cultures – much of the message unspecified, to be understood through context, nonverbal cues, and between-the-lines interpretation of what is said.Mediterranean, Slav, Central Europe, Latin America, Africa, Arab, Asia, American-IndianLow-context cultures – messages should be explicit and specific.Most Germanic and English-speaking countries[CLICK] Sequential vs. Synchronic. Sequential cultures – full attention is given to one agenda item after another.North America, English, German, Swedish, DutchSynchronic cultures – past, present, and future are interrelated, which influences the approach to deadlines, strategic-thinking, investments, developing talent from within, and long-term planning.South America, Southern Europe, and Asia[CLICK] Affective vs. Neutral: Affective – show feelings plainly by laughing, smiling, grimacing, scowling, and sometimes crying, shouting, or walking out of the roomItaly, France, U.S., SingaporeNeutral – do not telegraph feelings, but keep them carefully controlled and subdued.Japan, Indonesia, U.K., Norway, the Netherlands
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Communicating as a Global Leader

Successful leaders must be culturally fluent
and recognize the importance of culture

as they interact with multiple teams

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 21 (automatic animation): Never in our history have our leaders been faced with such diverse workforces from countries across the globe. Successful leaders must be culturally fluent and recognize the importance of culture as they interact with multiple teams. To be successful in a global environment, one must understand that not all cultures are alike and even reasonable beliefs in one country or culture could cause significant issues. Understanding a country’s culture is a sign of respect, one that fosters effective communication and starts the building of long and productive working relationships. As leaders, you need to consider how much influence cultural experiences have had on shaping the values and attitudes you have today. When doing business with another culture, the first contact will set the tone of the relationship. Business etiquette protocols need to be looked at such as dress, communications, cultural dimensions, trust, business cards, gender, and language. 
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT
This is a sample text. Insert 

your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Culture and Communication Styles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 22:Communication styles are defined by the culture of the country or region. The way people process, interpret, create, and send information is based on their culture. It’s important to research individual country beliefs regarding race, religion, and politics. Examples of communication rules based on cultural expectations:In some cultures, “yes” means “I hear you” more than “I agree”Length of pleasantries and greetings before beginning businessLevel of tolerance for being around someone speaking a foreign (not-understood) languagePoliteness measured by gallantry or etiquette (e.g., standing up for a woman who approaches a table, or yielding a seat on the bus to an older person)
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How to Build and Maintain Your Department 
or Team Reputation

What do you need to do?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 23:According to management consultant, Deon Binneman, most departments or teams need the following:To extend their strategic influence throughout the organizationTo market themselves internally as a strategic providerTo increase the levels of communication with all levels – from top management to entry-level workers Review the products, services, and added-value offered by the department by asking these questions:Does your team have a written business plan completed with the input of all relevant stakeholders?When was the last time you conducted market research with internal and external customers?What are you doing to promote your department or team internally?Could you improve this process? Are you using all the available communication channels?How actively is top management involved in your efforts?How would you answer the question: “Why should we not outsource your function?” Consider using a strategic-marketing and reputation-building approach:Manage the department or team as if it were a new department – where no one knows anything about it.Develop a strategic business and marketing plan for the department or team – vision, mission, objectives, etc.Market your department as if it were a new business – define your products and services, promote your features, advantages, and benefits.Internally market yourself to line managers, SMEs, and influencers – be sure to involve top management and other stakeholders actively.Conduct regular research – test your usability and ensure you’re still adding value. Document and clearly communicate your efforts.Look for ways to promote your department or team in the workplace – what added value and assistance can you provide to others?
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Building Emotional Bank Accounts

Include:
• Fondness
• Trust
• Confidence 

Include:
• Bitterness
• Mistrust
• Discord

Emotional 
Deposits

Emotional 
Withdrawals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 24 (MANUAL automation):In The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People, Stephen Covey explains that we maintain a personal “emotional” bank account with anyone who works or relates with us: coworkers, family, or friends. (CLICK mouse two times to discuss each type separately)[CLICK] Emotional deposits include fondness, trust, and confidence. [CLICK] Emotional withdrawals include bitterness, mistrust, and discord. 
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Building Emotional Bank Accounts

Understand 
the individual

Keep
commitments

Clarify
expectations

Attend to the 
little things

Show
personal integrity

Apologize when we 
make a withdrawal

How do we make deposits and avoid making withdrawals?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 25 (automatic animation):How do we make deposits and avoid making withdrawals? Understand the individual – put ourselves in the minds and shoes of others. Wholly and completely concentrate on what the other person is trying to say.Keeping commitments – arriving at work and appointments on time, fulfilling our duties, and living up to our word.Clarifying expectations – let others know what is expected of them.Attending to the little things – courtesies, kind words, and warm smiles can brighten any relationship.Showing personal integrity – through wholeness, completeness, and soundness of moral character.Sincerely apologizing when we make a withdrawal – knowing when you are wrong and admitting your mistakes prevents wounds from festering and allows healing.
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Leadership Journey

Communicate 
with Confidence

Communication 
Mastery

Communication 
Resources 

Communication 
Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 26 (Roadmap):Now let’s discuss the various Communication Resources
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Communication Resources

To avoid a breakdown in communication, skillfully learn 
to use various types and forms of communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 27:To avoid a breakdown in communication, skillfully learn to use various types and forms of communication. 
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Using Email - Confidently

“To effective communicate, we must realize that 
we are all different in the way we perceive the world 

and use this understanding as a guide to our 
communication with others.”

Tony Robbins

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 28:Many of us may struggle to make our writing easily understood. Communicating by �e-mail has significantly impacted our personal and professional environment; its high-speed delivery and simple format make it an essential tool – especially in a global environment. It demands clarity and precision. We’ve all experienced times when unclear messages have led to unintended interpretation and have resulted in confusion. Tony Robbins has said: “To effectively communicate, we must realize that we are all different in the way we perceive the world and use this understanding as a guide to our communication with others.”
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Email Communications – 10 Tips To Be Effective

1
• Be clear and specific

2
• Be prompt in your responses

3
• Use a clear subject line

4
• Add critical direction words to the subject line

5
• Be careful and restrained about the material emailed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 29 (MANUAL animation): Email correspondence is not as straightforward as it seems within the global business world.  Here are ten tips for effective email communication from http://www.globallearningpartners.com/blog/10-tips-for-effective-e-mail-communication/: Be clear and specific. Most of us have too many emails and too little time in the day to read and respond to them.(CLICK mouse four times to reveal and discuss the next tips separately) [CLICK] Be prompt and respond to important email. Responding within 24 hours after an email is sent shows you care about the message and the sender. [CLICK] Use a clear subject line to name/clarify your email purpose. It’s an easy way to know whether to open an email, where to file it, and which ones need action. [CLICK] Add critical directional words to the subject line when an email needs special attention. Words like "response needed" or "urgent" are helpful in knowing what is expected and by when. [CLICK] Be very careful and restrained about forwarding jokes and other non-work related material. Keep your work email to just that—about your work.
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Email Communications – 10 Tips To Be Effective

6
• One topic per email

7
• Carefully decide the distribution list

8
• Don’t resolve conflicts via email, pick up the phone

9
• Minimize CAPS and bolded words

10
• Include and “email” signature

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 30 (MANUAL animation, list continues from previous slide)Include one topic per email. Limit your requests or important news to one per email. (CLICK mouse four times to reveal and discuss the next tips separately)[CLICK] Carefully decide who should be copied on the email. Often sending a response to the sender is enough and it helps minimize clutter for others. Also, use CC and BCC appropriately.[CLICK] If you need to clarify or resolve a conflict or a misunderstanding, pick up the phone. Email is the worst type of conflict resolution and can even exacerbate it. [CLICK] Minimize your use of CAPS or bold to highlight words. They can be misunderstood by others. It is safer to use regular font styles to minimize sounding "loud" (often associated with CAPS) or “annoyed” (often associated with bold).  [CLICK] Include an email “signature.” It is helpful to have all of someone's contact information clearly and quickly accessible. 
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Communicating with Social Media

• It has changed the way we interact

• It is becoming a dominant form of 
communication

• It is popular because it incorporates 
audio, video and the written word

• It has applications for personal and 
professional use

What does your online presence say about you as a leader?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 31 (MANUAL animation):Now let’s discuss communicating with social media. It has changed the way we interact, mainly due to trends in technology. Social media allows us the opportunity to share our thoughts and opinions with a broader audience. Social media networks or applications are becoming one of the dominant ways we communicate, which is changing our writing techniques.  Social media is popular because not only can people have a written impression of you, but this impression can be more personal by including pictures and video.  The primary purpose of LinkedIn was to professionally convey your brand or network with other professionals in your industry. Other social media outlets such as Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram were created as a social outlet. Today, all social media outlets or applications are blurred and are being used for professional and social purposes.(CLICK mouse once to show the question at the bottom of the slide) [CLICK] Have you carefully considered what your online presence says about you as a leader?{Speaker Note}Although this is a rhetorical question, consider asking for volunteers who are willing to respond (depending on time).
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Social Media Tips

Check your 
security 
settings

Separate 
online 

presences
Be 

interesting
Balance 

overexposure 
& absence

Be humble

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 32 (automatic animation):Follow these tips for making the most of social media when building strategic relationships:Routinely check the security settings on all your social media accounts.Consider having a separate personal and professional social media presence. Party pictures might be fun to share with close friends, but they won’t help enhance your professional reputation.Be interesting. Nobody in your professional circle wants to know what you had for lunch—unless you’re a chef! Instead, generate a conversation about a recent development in your industry.Strike a balance between being overexposed and absent. You need enough of a presence that people remember you, but not so much that people tire of seeing your posts.Be humble. It is fine to share news of major accomplishments, but this shouldn’t be the sole focus of your posts. Spread the word about other people’s achievements as well. 
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Using Internet Sites for Business Communication

Online communication/collaboration tools can 
boost worker productivity and save time!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 33 (automatic animation):According to journalist Dave Roos, online communications and collaboration tools can boost worker productivity and save time with workers and teams spread across locations! Project management and collaboration tools – subscription Web services used to track projects, post updates, assign tasks, share files, and manage a mobile workforce.Examples: Basecamp, @Task, WorkZone, and ProjectSpacesBusiness-Class Instant Messaging – faster than email, less intrusive than a phone call. May include document sharing, desktop sharing, conferencing, and secure, encrypted messaging.Examples: iMessage, Skype, LINE, and WeChat Web Conferencing and Collaboration – third-party software with Web, audio, and video conferencing solutions with built-in collaboration tools.Examples: ezTalks Meetings, Slack, Trello, and GoVisually VoIP and Unified Communications – integrated voice, e-mail, IM, fax, and video over an Internet Protocol (IP) network.Examples: Zoom, Skype, Cisco, and AvayaSocial Networks at Work – online social networks used for collaboration, communication, and internal and external networking.Examples: company pages or groups on Facebook or LinkedIn, or a self-contained social network with a service like Ning.
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Analytics and Dashboards

Types of Reporting Dashboards:

• Operational Dashboards
• Strategic Dashboards
• Analytical Dashboard

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 34:According to Kipfolio.com, a reporting dashboard provides the ability to change behavior and drive incremental, continuous improvements. They are designed to elevate data and improve organizational visibility into performance. A well-designed, frequently-viewed reporting dashboard can be a useful business tool. The type of Reporting Dashboards are:  Operational dashboards – tell you what is happening now. It is used to monitor business processes that frequently change, track the current performance of key metrics and KPIs, and monitor progress towards a target. The data is frequently updated and is designed to be viewed multiple times throughout the day.Strategic dashboards – track key performance indicators, and are typically used by executives. The data is updated on a recurring basis and may be viewed once a day.Analytical dashboards – allows users to analyze large volumes of data to identify trends, predict outcomes, and discover insights. Often found within business intelligence tools, the data behind the dashboard must be accurate and up-to-date.
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Technology Tools

Interaction 
Desktop 

By 
Genesys

Image Now

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 35 (automatic animation):Some technology tools to consider are: Interaction Desktop by Genesys – a call management systemWorks with a VoIP phone system, tracking and showing calls on a computer screenIncludes a fax viewer, where email sends scanned documents, not a fax machine.Image Now – places scanned documents into the electronic employee personnel/payroll file in conjunction with an ERP.{Speaker Note}Ask the group if anyone has used these or similar technologies?
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Video Blogging

Cost effective/innovative because:
1. Everyone loves videos
2. Videos make you more human
3. The future is vital
4. The big shots are doing it
5. Search engine optimization (SEO) 

loves videos too!

Does your company communicate through video blogging?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 36 (automatic animation):According to Matt Byrom, Managing Director of Wyzowl, video blogging (vlogging) is a cost-effective and innovative way to increase your brand awareness. Here are some of the reasons why: Everyone loves videos – people want information quickly. They enjoy watching and sharing videos.Videos make you more human – the more trustworthy you appear, the more customers you will gain. Consider including testimonials too.The future is vital – nearly 74% of Internet traffic is video, so this trend means videos are essential for business.The Big Shots are doing it – companies like Google and Microsoft, and celebrities like Dwayne Johnson (The Rock) and Taylor Swift, are vlogging successfully.SEO loves video too – more and more people have been searching for videos, so by creating vlogs, you have a more significant chance of ranking higher in search results.{Speaker Note}Ask attendees to raise their hand if their company communicates through video blogging.
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Leadership Journey

Communicate 
with Confidence

Communication 
Mastery

Communication 
Resources 

Communication 
Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 37 (Roadmap):We’ve reached our final destination: Communication Strategies
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Communication Strategies

What is the 
communication strategy 
for your organization?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 38 (automatic animation):Excellent communication skills are the key to future success. Consider expanding them by adding a variety of strategies to your Communications Toolkit (which we’ll discuss in a moment).{Speaker Note}Ask the group: “What is the communication strategy of your organization?”
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Elevator Speech

• A brief message or “commercial” about 
your idea, organization, or background

• Make it engaging, memorable and 
succinct

• Memorize and practice it out loud

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 39:The first communication strategy is the Elevator Speech, which is a brief message or “commercial” about you: your idea, organization, or background. It should be engaging, memorable, and succinct. Communicate who you are, what you’re looking for, and how you can benefit an organization, department, project, etc. It is typically around 30 seconds. The idea is that you are prepared to share this information with anyone, at any time, even in an elevator. It is essential that you memorize this speech and practice it out loud. Be comfortable with your message, so it sounds natural when the time comes. There are many uses for this short speech: pitching products and services, introducing your organization to potential clients or customers, selling a new idea to your CEO, sharing a change initiative, or telling others what you do for a living.
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT
This is a sample text. Insert 

your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Elevator Speech

What to say:
• Be brief
• Be persuasive
• Share your skills
• Practice, practice, practice
• Be flexible
• Mention your goals
• Know your audience, and speak to them
• Have a business card ready

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 41:What should you say in your Elevator Speech? Be brief – Your speech should be about 30 seconds, but never more than 60 seconds, approximately 80-90 words, or a maximum of 8 to 10 sentences.Be persuasive – Spark the listener’s interestShare your skills – Who are you? What are your qualifications and abilities? Focus on assets that add value. Brag a bit, but don’t boast.Practice, practice, practice – Become comfortable varying the message as you practice your coherent concepts within the time limit.Be flexible – You want to appear open-minded and flexible as you make a great first impression.Mention your goals – Don’t be too specific, but remember to say what you’re seeking.Know your audience, and speak to them – Avoid jargon or any terms that are unfamiliar.Have a business card ready – Offer your card at the end of the discussion to continue the dialog.
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT
This is a sample text. Insert 

your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Elevator Speech

What not to say and do:
• Don’t speak too fast
• Avoid rambling
• Don’t frown, or speak in a monotone
• Don’t restrict yourself to a single elevator speech

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 41:What not to say and do: Don’t speak too fast – convey your information in a relaxed manner.Avoid rambling –memorizing and practicing your speech is imperative.Don’t frown, or speak in a monotone – keep your energy level high, confident, and enthusiastic. Modulate your voice and keep your facial expression friendly.Don’t restrict yourself to a single elevator speech – tailor your pitch depending on your purpose and audience. Consider a more casual, personal tone for social situations.
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Sample Elevator Speech Outline

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 42 (MANUAL animation):Here is a Sample Speech Outline you can use to create your Elevator Speech: About youSmile and open with a statement or question that grabs attention – a hook that prompts your listener to ask questions.Tell who you are, describe you and your company, idea, or proposalTell what you do and show enthusiasm.(CLICK mouse four times to show each group of questions)[CLICK] What do you offer?Tell what problems you have solved or contributions you have made.Offer a vivid example.Tell why you are interested in your listener.[CLICK] What are the benefits?Tell what exceptional service, product, or solution you can offer.What are the advantages of working with you? How do you differ from the competition? What is your unique selling proposition?[CLICK] How do you do it?Give a concrete example or tell a short story, show your uniqueness and provide illustrations on how you work.[CLICK] Call for actionWhat is the most wanted response after your elevator speech? Do you want a business card, a referral, or an appointment for a presentation, or more-detailed discussion?
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT
This is a sample text. Insert 

your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Elevator Speech Checklist

1. Write down everything you think

2. Remove jargon and details, use strong, compelling 
sentences, eliminate unnecessary words

3. Connect the phrases to flow naturally and smoothly, 
don’t rush

4. Memorize your key points and practice

5. Answer the critical question of your listener: 
“What’s In It For Me?”

6. Create different versions for different situations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 43:Here is an Elevator Speech Checklist that may help: Write down everything you think.Remove jargon and details. Make strong, compelling sentences. Eliminate unnecessary words.Connect the phrases to each other, so it flows naturally and smoothly. Don’t rush.Memorize your key points and be sure to practice.Be sure to answer the critical question of your listener: What’s In It For Me?Create different versions for different situations.
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This is a sample text. Insert 
your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT
This is a sample text. Insert 

your desired text here. 

SAMPLE TEXT

Elevator Speech Examples

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 44 (MANUAL animation):Here are some examples of Elevator Speeches:{Speaker Note: read these examples for each image}My name is Rhonda. I have a decade's worth of experience in accounting, working primarily with small and midsize firms. If your company is ever in need of an extra set of hands, I'd be thrilled to consult.(CLICK mouse two times for each remaining example)[CLICK] My name is Bob, and after years of working at other dentists' offices, I'm taking the plunge and opening my own office. If you know anyone who's looking for a new dentist, I hope you'll send them my way![CLICK] My name is Sarah, and I run a trucking company. It's a family-owned business, and we think the personal touch makes a big difference to our customers. Not only do we guarantee on-time delivery, but my father and I personally answer the phones, not an automated system.��
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Board Reports and Project Reports

Essential summaries of the direction of the organization. 
Are you prepared?  Do you know the key elements?

How?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 45 (automatic animation):High-level board reports provide essential summaries. They give an overview of the actual direction of the organization (or project) compared to targets and goals, so the Board of Directors and the managerial team can make effective decisions. How do you write a Board Report? Determine the appropriate information to address the issue at hand.If needed, conduct a brainstorming session to provide new ideas.Ensure support documentation is available for review during the meeting.Outline the structure of the report.Begin writing the report, include supporting visual aids.Keep it short and simple, to the point, and consistent.Check the report for errors.
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Executive Summaries

Overview of another business document, 
providing key points and actions of the organization

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 46 (automated animation):An executive summary is an overview of another business document, providing key points and actions for the reader, which saves time and prepares the reader for the full document content.
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Tips for Writing an Executive Summary

Short 
Review

Use 
Guidelines

Use 
Understandable 

Terms

Present 
the 

Solution

Use Graphics 
and 

Visual Aids

Do Not 
Use Jargon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 47 (automatic animation):Tips for Writing an Executive Summary Remember, it is a short review of a business document, but not a substitute for the original.Be sure to adhere to certain guidelines:Paragraphs must be short and concise.The summary should make sense even without the original document.Use the appropriate language for the target audience.Define a problem in understandable terms.Present the solution to handle the problem efficiently.Use graphics and other visual aids appropriately.Do not use jargon, which can obscure real meaning.
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Details for Writing an Executive Summary

Review Purpose/
Scope

Why 
Unique?

Define 
Problem

Deliver 
Solution

Provide 
Statistics

Unique Selling 
Proposition

Business 
Model

Management 
Team

Financial 
Projections

Request 
Investment

Rewrite 
Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 48 (automatic animation):Review the primary document for crucial ideas.What is the purpose and scope of the original document?In two or three sentences, tell the reader why your business plan is unique.Define the problem as clearly as possible.Deliver your unique solution to the problem.Provide statistics to show realistic market potential.Incorporate your unique selling proposition. What is your advantage over the competition?Include a summary of your business model, if necessary.Discuss your management team, if necessary, to show their experience and expertise to execute your plan.Provide financial projections to support your claims.Ease into your request for an investment or loan, depending on the purpose of the executive summary.Reread your summary and rewrite as necessary. Then have a fresh pair of eyes read it for:Clarity – are words and ideas clear? Is jargon removed?Errors – are grammar, punctuation, and spelling correct? Did someone fact-check figures and statistics?Forcefulness – do the ideas create a stirring pitch? If not, why?Coherence – do the parts fit together?
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How to Get a Seat with the Executives

Know your
business 

facts

Plan well 
and 

in advance
Trust in 
yourself

Build your 
reputation/

relationships 
in advance

Be prepared 
after the 
meeting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 49 (automatic animation):One final approach: How do get a seat with the Executives? APA member Barb Muellerleile, CPP shared the following information in the April 2016 edition of PAYTECH magazine: Know your business facts – be prepared, have facts written down explicitly.Plan well and in advance – consider the appropriate time for a meeting, let the executive know the purpose of the meeting, and provide highlights of the topic at hand.Trust in yourself, be your best – have confidence, look and feel your best, be rested and dressed appropriately. Have a snack beforehand to avoid hunger.Build your reputation and relationships in advance – be seen as valuable to your organization, go above and beyond to help your manager and team members, be a team player, shedding positive light and value to the group.Work with a mentor – someone who can share valuable experience, help you grow, and serve as a sounding board to review your work in advance.After the meeting – be prepared for additional questions, be ready to implement your proposal upon approval, or if not, be open to constructive feedback and learn from the situation.
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Summary

Communication 
through conversation 

is a 2-way activity

Leaders must master 
specific techniques to 
speak with confidence

True understanding 
comes from observing 

and adapting

Influential leaders 
use a variety of 

resources & strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 50 (automatic animation):So in summary, carefully consider the following:Communication through conversation is a two-way activity; listening first and then speaking.Leaders must master specific techniques in order to communicate with confidence. True understanding comes from observing and adapting to different communication styles. Influential leaders use a variety of communication resources and strategies.  
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https://ebiz.americanpayroll.org/ebusiness/Education/ViewClass.aspx?ClassID=5086

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 51:Today’s presentation is from Module 4 of the Strategic Leadership Certificate Program.This unique two-and-a-half-day program highlights the myriad qualities of decisive leadership, including decision making and interacting with multiple generations. Newly revised for 2018, the Strategic Leadership Certificate Program arms you with the knowledge, resources, and skills necessary to face challenges, inspire others, and deliver remarkable results. Upon completion of the course, you’ll have the required skills to lead teams through today’s ever-changing environment.For more information, visit www.americanpayroll.org.



Thank you!

Sponsored by: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide 52:Thank you for allowing me to share Communicating Effectively and Confidently with you. Please take these tips and practice them so you too can become a successful, effective communicator – like the person you thought about at the very beginning of our session.
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